Proverty almost have become characteristic apart of fisherman society life, it caused the fisherman society life always change day by day, because all of them hang on their life to look for fish in sea that their result have not been enough to fulfill their daily life. Especially fisherman who work as fisherman laborer that did not have ship (tool to fish the fish) and work actively to catching fish on the sea. Earning who be gained hanged on from their catching result which sharing suitable promise among owner as catching equipment and fisherman laborer as active worker in fish catching activity

In this thesis, writer carried out her study in Pandangan Wetan village, Kragan District, Rembang Regency. The study method use primary and secondary data. The data collecting method which be used by interview, documentation and data analysis data qualitative. The goal of this study is to know how correlation work among owner with fisherman laborer.

Based on the study result show that (1) the correlation work in Pandangan Wetan village, District Kragan, Rembang regency same with correlation work that happen in fisherman society, in beach society generally, that patron-client correlation: the correlation work which there are cooperation or contract money who be landed owner as ship owner to fisherman laborer, (2) sharing result who happen among owner with fisherman laborer based on the promises among that be calculated form gross earning total be less operational cost to have fisher, (3) fisherman society in Pandangan Wetan village have not been said prosperous because the fisherman earning is hanged from catching result uncertainly because it is hanged in season. This condition become writer’s notice and government of Rembang regency.